[Standard conformations of a polypeptide chain in irregular protein regions].
A detailed stereochemical analysis of known protein structures has been made which shows that: (1) irregular regions of proteins consist of a limited number of standard structures formed by three, four of more residues; (2) an amino acid residue of a protein can adopt one of the six sterically allowed conformations designated here as alpha, alpha L, beta, gamma, delta, and epsilon. It is shown that there are two allowed conformations of a polypeptide chain at the N-end of an alpha-helix, beta alpha n- and beta gamma alpha n-conformations, where n is a number of residues in the alpha-helix. At the C-end of the alpha-helix there are two conformations as well, alpha n gamma beta- and alpha n gamma alpha L beta-ones. Two beta-strands in a beta-hairpin can be joined, for example, by standard structures with beta beta alpha L beta-, beta alpha gamma alpha L beta-, beta alpha alpha gamma alpha L beta-conformations which are referred to as turns. In the regions where a polypeptide chain passes from one layer to another there are standard structures with beta gamma beta-, beta alpha beta beta-, beta alpha gamma beta-conformations etc., referred to as cross-overs. A structure of any protein irregular region can be represented as a combination of these and other standard turns and cross-overs considered in the paper. The major part of the turns and cross-overs has residues in alpha L- or epsilon-conformations which must be glycine or other residues with small or flexible side chains. Massive hydrophobic residues must not occupy the first beta-positions of the most standard structures. The results obtained can be successfully applied for prediction of the location of the turns and cross-overs in proteins from their amino acid sequences and for interpretation of electron density maps.